
Unchained
Elephants
NFTs FOR SOCIAL IMPACT



WHO WE ARE 
We are a cause-driven NFT project

aiming to bring responsible
travelers together with the mission

to raise awareness and end the
cruelty behind elephant

shows/trekking in Thailand.



OBJECTIVES

To Develop an Online Marketplace for Travelers

To Make An Impact On The Livelihood Of Elephants

To Educate & Raise Awareness

Buying the freedom and breaking the chains of captive elephants, saving them from bad
working conditions and supporting their long-term well-being.

Developing a cross-border online booking platform and marketplace for touristic activities in
Thailand, available for Unchained Elephants (UE) holders and non-holders alike.

Shedding light on the circumstances elephants live in, the UE NFT project will create a virtuous
cycle that strengthens and expands the responsible traveling community farther and wider.

To Build a Travel Community 
Bringing like-minded people and responsible travelers together through community
and providing perks and discounts for their travels to Thailand.
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THE TEAM BEHIND UE
Daniel Villota - from Ecuador originally, Daniel has now been based in Thailand for the past 13 years. He came to Thailand in
2009 after winning a scholarship for an MBA in hospitality sponsored by the Thai government. Before the pandemic he ran a
marketing agency helping more than 100 companies mainly in the hospitality industry in Thailand to promote their businesses.
When the pandemic hit, the company collapsed as 95% of their clients where in the travel industry. At that point, locals began
asking for support with ideas on how to raise funds to help feed and take care of struggling elephants during this period. Vicki
Kiely, the Animal Activist (not part of the team at that time) was trying to raise money to feed and take care of 3 elephants at
Khao Sok Elephant Sanctuary. Daniel, connected the pieces and began to develop an NFT project that could help the
elephants over the long-term while developing an online booking platform with a travel club to impact tourism, as well as
using this platform as a channel to educate travelers. 

Luis Felipe Donoso, aka "Huesos Negros" - the talented artist behind the Unchained Elephants project. Daniel and Luis have
known each other since school, and Luis became a foundational part of the project. As art is an essential part of these kinds of
projects, his creative vision guides UE, starting with showcasing an elephant sitting in meditation, enjoying serenity with a
variety of backgrounds

Vicki Kiely - an animal activist who was raising funds for Khao Sok Elephant Sanctuary, she is Irish based in Phuket for 8 years
and a true animal activist. Vicki was part of The 'Dolphin Project' from Rick O'Bary. Here are the initial efforts to raise money
https://www.weeboon.com/en/campaign/save-the-elephants-in-khao-sok-

Susan Borvonpotsakul - Daniel's wife and business partner, she is Thai/Finish based in Thailand. She is the Project Director of
Unchained Elephants and  helps with the team that we have put together to develop the website, social media marketing and
legal aspects of the project. As business partners, they  also developed coffeeculture.asia during the pandemic to sell and
promote roasted coffee from local farmer. More on that story can be found here: https://scandasia.com/half-finnish-susan-
is-trying-to-cultivate-the-thai-coffee-culture-with-her-new-store/

http://e-media.asia/
https://www.weeboon.com/en/campaign/save-the-elephants-in-khao-sok-
http://coffeeculture.asia/
https://scandasia.com/half-finnish-susan-is-trying-to-cultivate-the-thai-coffee-culture-with-her-new-store/


THE COMPANY
Originally the company was formed in 2020 to develop a marketplace for tours and activities in Thailand.
We applied for a Board of Investment (BOI) which is a privilege given to tech startups in order to develop,
educate and transfer technical knowledge to Thais. We received the approval back in June 2020, right in
the middle of the pandemic, when the country was in lockdown and no one was allowed to enter the
country. 

Fast forward to 2022, we are still going ahead with the original plan, however, we have adapted to the
new environment. Our plan now is to develop a marketplace in the same industry in order to connect the
local tour operators & tourism facilities directly with customers worldwide. This project will start after we
launch our NFT collection, as part of the sales will be allocated to fund this development. The company is
based in Phuket, which is a world class tourist destination and we aim to offer jobs similar to what we
had before during the pandemic (20 staff in our previous company E-Media  Asia). 

The platform will be built as a token-gated commerce so that the UE NFT holders will have access to 
 exclusive discounts and perks, while the platform will also sell services and products to non-members. 

This platform will also be the channel we will use to educate travelers to enjoy wildlife in a conscious and
ethical way.



PILOT PR0JECT-THE XRP HERD
The idea started in September 2021 and we did a pilot project. We launched a collection of 566 NFTs that we pre-sold through
our website back in February this year. All the sales were conducted using XRP through our website (Wocommerce + XUMM
payment integration) and sold 12,781 XRP. From that amount, we have donated 4,030 XRP. Which were allocated to 3
different elephant camps in need in Thailand. The pilot project was called The XRP Herd and here are details of the donations
we made https://thexrpherd.com/the-xrp-herd-project-update/ .

This was a great start, but later on, we realized the issue with the elephants is not just about starvation, but that there is a
deeper issue behind it. This was when we realized that we needed to spread awareness throughout the world and especially
among travelers as mentioned above. That is when we decided to rescue elephants! and now the project aims to buy the
freedom of at least 2 elephants this year while also supporting organizations whose main purpose is the well-being of the
elephants. So moving forward, we will be supporting and working closely with Khao Sok Elephant Sanctuary, so most of the
efforts will go to help this project which is already operating. However, when the time comes, we will choose the best place
for the elephants to be, this is something we have yet to decide as there are lots of variable to take into consideration. At the
end of the day this decision is based on the best interest for the elephants. Which we are working with experts in the fields to
help us make the right moves. 

https://thexrpherd.com/the-xrp-herd-project-update/
https://www.facebook.com/KhaoSokElephantSanctuary


THE UNCHAINED

COLLECTION
The collection of 9,900 NFTs will

be minted on the XRPL
(XRPLedger) as the speed of

transaction, transparency, cost-
effective services, and willingness
to create a sustainable impact all

align with our cause. 



TECHNOLOGY

XRP as a currency XRP LEDGER

OnXRP launchpad as a
marketplace

XUMM as a digital wallet
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PRESS RELEASE &
ONLINE PUBLICATIONS 

https://cointelegraphcn.com/press-releases/unchained-elephants
https://www.forbes.com.ec/movimiento-inspirador/este-ecuatoriano-lanza-nft-tailandia-rescatar-elefantes-maltratados-n19510
https://thethaiger.com/sponsored/a-mission-to-unchain-and-rescue-the-working-elephants-with-digital-art-unchained-elephants


PRESS RELEASE &
ONLINE PUBLICATIONS 

https://youtu.be/dH9-JWj3K3A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJ36gKCcJJQ
https://youtu.be/9sRLEAln0jI?t=190
https://youtu.be/9sRLEAln0jI?t=190
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4MInSKtQbI
https://youtu.be/jWLeUvOScIU


ABOUT THE

ELEPHANTS
In Thailand, elephants used in tourism shows or in

activities like elephant treks are often cruelly treated.
This can include separating mothers and babies,
isolation, and physical abuse to perform "tricks."

 
So why do tourists traveling to Thailand continue to
attend these shows and ride elephants? The lack of

awareness. 
 

With Unchained Elephants, we want to stop these
unethical processes for good. That's why 40% of the

UE NFT sales go to unchain, rescue & support
mistreated and working elephants in Thailand.



ABOUT THE

TRAVEL CLUB
Unchained Elephants - Bringing responsible

travelers together.
 

Animal & elephant lovers, travelers, digital
nomads, crypto & NFT OGs, and anyone

dreaming of or planning their visit NEEDS their
own Unchained Elephants NFT.

 
Part of our mission is to bring like minded

people together while traveling to Thailand.
Through our travel platform we will offer

exclusive benefits and perks, and facilitate
crypto payments in the tourism industry with

the Ripple net. 



ABOUT THE 

PLATFORM 
Unchained Elephants - Online Booking

Platform.
 

TRAVELERS UNCHAINED is the online booking
platform marketplace.

Travelers around the world are reaching
spending pre-pandemic levels. 

 
Through this platform we will creative
customer experience for cross-border

payments helping the tour operators and
travelers to enjoy a seamless experience, with

low cost cross-border payments.  



ABOUT THE 

EDUCATION 
Educating each other is the KEY.

 
The real impact comes from education and

raising awareness way.
 

To bring awareness to travelers about the bad
tourism elephant practices exploiting elephants

for human entertainment. 
Informed travelers will support to spread the
word and make better choices when in comes

to elephant related activities.
 

Let's eliminate elephant cruelty with education.

"Is not only about conserving the

enviroment, it is also about promoting

knowlege and opportunities for the society

that cares for nature"

 



THE NFT BENEFITS
We are committed to the elephants' well-being so 40% of the primary sales will be donated
to rescue at least 2 elephants and support the elephants in need.

The NFT holders will receive one entrance ticket to the elephant sanctuary which we will be
working with to visit the rescued elephants.

Holders will Immediately become part of our exclusive travel club. To gain exclusive access
to special discounts and travel perks for excursions, tours and hotels in Phuket. They will
also receive a curated tourist guide of Phuket

Holders will receive special discounts to UE Merchandising, which is coming along with the
project.

% of all the secondary sales will also be designated to the care of the rescued elephants. 



ROADMAP

Nov. 2021

Jan. 2022 May 2022

March 2022 June-August 2022

The project started as
The XRP Herd, initial

designs were drafted,
selection of style was

made, and the
development of the

website. began.

Sept. 2022 December 2022

Oct. - Nov. 2022 2023

1st NFT Drop - Launch
the site and started
presales through our

website using XRP as a
currency. 

First donations released.
40% of the sales was

donated to 3 sanctuaries
in Thailand to support the

struggling elephants.

The new BIG GOAL was
inspired which is to

unchain the elephants
and release them in

nurture haven.

Develop strategic
partnerships in Phuket to
unchain the elephants,as
well as, partnerships with

hotels to bring more
utilities.

Mint the 1st collection of
UE and raise enough

money to buy the
freedom of two

elephants.

Buy the freedom of
elephants and place the
on a safe enviroment.
Make donations and

support organizations
with the same mission

Start tours in the
sanctuary for holders to

visit the rescued
elephants.  

Release of the travel
platform 



GET IN TOUCH WITH US 

Website: www.unchainedelephants.com
E-mail d@unchainedelephants.com

THANK YOU


